Tennis Match Results
Tiffin University vs Lawrence Tech
Sep 06, 2017 at Southfield, Mich.
(Southfield Tennis Courts)

Tiffin University 5, Lawrence Tech 4

**Singles competition**
1. Luis Ludena (TU) def. Javier Alvarez (LTMT) 6-4, 6-0
2. Elio Lezama Perez (TU) def. Stijn Bremer (LTMT) 4-6, 6-4, 14-12
3. Tom Arias (TU) def. Robert Saitov (LTMT) 6-5, 6-1
4. Sorin Navrotchi (TU) def. Jan Horstkoetter (LTMT) 6-7 (8-10), 7-6 (7-4), 10-4
5. Mason Wenzel (LTMT) def. Hugo Chatras (TU) 6-3, 4-6, 13-11
6. Matt Wenzel (LTMT) def. Justin Kopronica (TU) 6-3, 1-6, 10-5

**Doubles competition**
1. Luis Ludena/Elio Lezama Perez (TU) def. Javier Alvarez/Robert Saitov (LTMT) 8-4
2. Jan Horstkoetter/Stijn Bremer (LTMT) def. Tom Arias/Sorin Navrotchi (TU) 8-3
3. Vincent Colarossi/Mason Wenzel (LTMT) def. Hugo Chatras/Justin Kopronica (TU) 8-6

Match Notes:
Tiffin University 1-0
Lawrence Tech 2-1
Order of finish: Doubles (2,1,3); Singles (1,3,5,6,2,4)